Name:

Date:

Match the numbers






five







seven







three







six







one







four







two







eight

Write the numbers in words
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Write the numbers in order from smallest to largest




















Read the numbers in the box
eight





two



four

one



five



seven



Fill in the missing numbers


















Answer the questions
The number that comes just after 4 is

_____________

What number is between 7 and 9?

_____________

The number that comes just before 6 is

_____________

3 comes just after what number?

_____________
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Name:

Date:

Match the number to its symbol
thirteen 





fifteen 





fourteen 





ten 





twelve 





nine 





eleven 





sixteen 





Write the numbers in words
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Write the numbers in order from smallest to largest




















Read the numbers in the box
twelve





eleven



ten

sixteen



thirteen







Fill in the missing numbers


















Answer the questions
The number that comes just after 17 is

_____________

What number is between 12 and 14?

_____________

The number that comes just before 20 is _____________
15 comes just after what number?
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_____________



Name:

Date:

Match the numbers in words and figures
17 



nineteen

twenty-one 



18

20 



twenty

twenty-two 



21

23 



seventeen

eighteen 



24

19 



twenty-three

twenty-four 



22

Write the numbers in figures
twenty
eighteen
twenty-four
nineteen
twenty-one
seventeen
twenty-two
twenty-three
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Write the numbers in order from largest to smallest




















Read the numbers in the box


eighteen



twenty-four

twenty





twenty-two



nineteen

seventeen



Fill in the missing numbers
















Fill in the blanks with the correct answer
23 comes between 22 and _________.
The number just before 29 is ____________.
26 comes just after __________.
__________ comes just after 21.
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Name:

Date:

Match the numbers in words and figures
twenty-five 

 twenty-seven

twenty-nine 

 28

27 

 thirty

30 

 25

twenty-eight 

 31

26 

 thirty-two

thirty-one 

 29

32 

 twenty-six

Write the numbers in figures
twenty-nine
twenty-five
twenty-seven
thirty-two
thirty
twenty-eight
thirty-one
twenty-six
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Fill in the missing numbers
















Fill in the blanks with the correct answer
__________ is between 36 and 38.
The number that comes just after _________ is 33.
35 is between ____________ and ___________.
39 comes just before ___________.
Write the numbers in words
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Name:

Date:

Match the numbers in words and figures
38 
thirty-three 
34 
thirty-seven 
40 
thirty-nine 
36 
thirty-five 

 33
 thirty-eight
 39
 thirty-six
 35
 thirty-four
 forty
 37

Fill in the box with words or figures.

thirty-four




thirty-six





thirty-eight



thirty-five
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Fill in the missing numbers


















Answer the questions
The number that comes just after 48 is

_____________

What number is between 41 and 43?

_____________

The number that comes just before 46 is _____________
47 comes just after what number?

_____________

Read the numbers in the box
























Write the numbers in words
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Name:

Date:

Match the numbers in words and figures
47 
forty-one 
42 

 44
 forty-five
 forty-seven

forty-three 

 46

forty-four 

 41

45 

 forty-two

48 

 forty-eight

forty-six 

 43

Fill in the box with words or figures.
44
forty-one
forty-five
46
forty-two
48
43
forty-seven
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Read the numbers in the box
























Read the numbers in the box
fifty-seven

forty-eight

sixty-one

sixty

nineteen

fifteen

seventy-two

thirty-four

seventy

sixteen

forty-five

eighty-three

Fill in the missing numbers
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Name:

Date:

Fill in the missing numbers


















What number comes just after 53?

____________

What number is between 55 and 57?

____________

What number comes just after 59?

____________

What number comes before 52?

____________



Fill in the missing numbers


















What number comes just before 63?

____________

What number is between 66 and 68?

____________

__________ comes just after 69.
64 comes just before __________.
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Study the numbers on the oranges …








… and write them on the line in the correct order starting with 70
____________________________________________________________________________

Draw a line to join the numbers in the
correct order starting with 81
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Name:

Date:

Study the numbers on the oranges …








… and write them on the line in the correct order starting with 75
____________________________________________________________________________

Draw a line to join the numbers in the
correct order starting with 91
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Write the numbers in order from smallest to largest




















Fill in the missing letters

t __ ent __ – t __ __ ee



__ in__ ty – se__e__



o__e hun__r__d



ei__h__y – e__gh__



Write the numbers in order from largest to smallest
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ANSWERS
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Name:

Date:

Match the numbers

Write the numbers in words



one



two



three



four



five



six



seven



eight
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Write the numbers in order from smallest to largest




















Read the numbers in the box
eight





two



four

one



five



seven



Fill in the missing numbers


















Answer the questions
The number that comes just after 4 is

_____5________

What number is between 7 and 9?

_____8________

The number that comes just before 6 is

_____5________

3 comes just after what number?

_______2______
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Name:

Date:

Match the number to its symbol

Write the numbers in words



nine



ten



eleven



twelve



thirteen



fourteen



fifteen



sixteen
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Write the numbers in order from smallest to largest




















Read the numbers in the box
twelve





eleven



ten

sixteen



thirteen







Fill in the missing numbers




















Answer the questions
The number that comes just after 17 is

_____18________

What number is between 12 and 14?

_____13________

The number that comes just before 20 is _____19________
15 comes just after what number?
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______14_______

Name:

Date:

Match the numbers in words and figures

Write the numbers in figures
twenty

20

eighteen

18

twenty-four

24

nineteen

19

twenty-one

21

seventeen

17

twenty-two

22

twenty-three

23
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Write the numbers in order from largest to smallest




















Read the numbers in the box


eighteen



twenty-four

twenty





twenty-two



nineteen

seventeen



Fill in the missing numbers
















Fill in the blanks with the correct answer
23 comes between 22 and ___24______.
The number just before 29 is ____28________.
26 comes just after ____25______.
_____22_____ comes just after 21.
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Name:

Date:

Match the numbers in words and figures

Write the numbers in figures
twenty-nine

29

twenty-five

25

twenty-seven

27

thirty-two

32

thirty

30

twenty-eight

28

thirty-one

31

twenty-six

26
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Fill in the missing numbers
















Fill in the blanks with the correct answer
_____37_____ is between 36 and 38.
The number that comes just after _____32____ is 33.
35 is between _____34_______ and _____36______.
39 comes just before _____40______.
Write the numbers in words


thirteen



thirty



fourteen



forty



fifteen



fifty
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Name:

Date:

Match the numbers in words and figures

Fill in the box with words or figures.
thirty-three



thirty-four



thirty-nine



thirty-six



thirty-seven



forty



thirty-eight



thirty-five
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Fill in the missing numbers




















Answer the questions
The number that comes just after 48 is

_____49________

What number is between 41 and 43?

_____42________

The number that comes just before 46 is _____45________
47 comes just after what number?

_____46________

Read the numbers in the box
























Write the numbers in words


seventeen



nineteen



seventy



ninety
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Name:

Date:

Match the numbers in words and figures

Fill in the box with words or figures.
forty-four

44

forty-one

41

forty-five

45

forty-six

46

forty-two

42

forty-eight

48

forty-three

43

forty-seven

47
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Read the numbers in the box
























Read the numbers in the box
fifty-seven

forty-eight

sixty-one

sixty

nineteen

fifteen

seventy-two

thirty-four

seventy

sixteen

forty-five

eighty-three

Fill in the missing numbers
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Name:

Date:

Fill in the missing numbers


















What number comes just after 53?

____54________

What number is between 55 and 57?

____56________

What number comes just after 59?

____60________

What number comes before 52?

____51________



Fill in the missing numbers




















What number comes just before 63?

_____62_______

What number is between 66 and 68?

____67________

____70______ comes just after 69.
64 comes just before ____65______.
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Study the numbers on the oranges …








… and write them on the line in the correct order starting with 70
                                                                       
Draw a line to join the numbers in the
correct order starting with 81
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Name:

Date:

Study the numbers on the oranges …








… and write them on the line in the correct order starting with 75
                                                                 
Draw a line to join the numbers in the
correct order starting with 91
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Write the numbers in order from smallest to largest




















Fill in the missing letters

twenty – th ree



n in e ty – seven



one hundred



eighty – eight



Write the numbers in order from largest to smallest
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